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WILD HORsEs

May 6, 2013. On a clear, crisp spring 
day Lauryn Wachs, Effie Orser, and 

I bump up rugged Tillett Ridge Road in 
our UTV. We have with us a list of mares 
who have eluded BLM and Park Service 
PZP darting teams. On board with us 
we have the reversible, well-vetted PZP 
vaccine, which will render a mare infertile 
for one year, as well as the dart gun to 
safely deliver the vaccine into the hip of 
the target mares. Our goal in partnering 
with the Bureau of Land Management 
in the Pryors is to limit the reproduction 
rate to that of natural mortality, so that 
removals will become a thing of the past, 
and every foal born wild will be allowed 
to live his life in freedom. We hope we are 
mimicking nature until predators, like the 
mountain lion, return to take their rightful 
place. Nature knows best, of course.
 

After darting several older mares on the mid-ridges of Tillett, we 
start back down and stop to glass. While Effie and Lauryn scan 
the higher ridges, I walk down the road where I can glass the low 
country. Ears! A pair of light-colored ears is visible just behind 
a distant hill. I keep my glasses steady. A head pops up. Cloud! I 
whisper excitedly. His head drops out of sight and I continue to 
watch. Not seeing him again, I memorize the hills on either side 
of a saddle where I am sure I saw him. 

Since the day of his birth, May 29, 1995, I have documented 
Cloud’s life - and what a life it has been. Does he still have his 
family? I asked myself. This is a worry when a stallion reaches 
his late teens and early twenties. Younger stallions are always 
lurking and a band stallion needs to stay strong or risk the loss 
of his mares. 

In a matter of minutes Effie, Lauryn and I are bumping our way 
back down the road. We begin hiking upslope between two desert 
foothills and crest a rocky ridge. What a relief it is to see Cloud 
with his entire family on a hillside to our left. There is the young 
dun mare, Ingrid, and his 13-year-old mare, Aztec, who picked 
Cloud for her stallion when she was only two. Feldspar, his grulla 
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mare, stands sleeping in the sun with their blue roan yearling son, Mato 
Ska, foraging around a cluster of junipers below her. His name means 
silver bear in the Lakota Sioux language. The flashy, blaze-faced colt 
turns a silvery white in the summer. 

We set up the camera on the opposite slope, about 50 yards away. I 
notice movement on the hilltop above the band and see Cloud’s mother, 
22-year-old Phoenix, with her family. Effie whispers something about 
the log in front of Feldspar “What is that?” she whispers. I stare through 
my binoculars and am about to say it looks more like a rock than a log 
when the “rock-log” lifts its head. We gasp in unison and stifle the urge to 
cheer. Lying at the feet of her grulla mother is a white foal.

In time the foal struggles to stand. On trembling legs it totters to nurse 
and follows its mother to nearby junipers where it lies down once again. 
Or should I say “falls” down? The newborn is not yet coordinated enough 
or strong enough to do anything but crumple in a heap. We all agree that 
the foal was born only hours before we arrived. Is it a boy or girl? we 
wonder. When the foal gets up again, we watch it lift its snow-white tail 
and pee out the rear. It’s a girl, I whisper. After nearly 18 years Cloud has 
fathered a foal who looks like him! 

As the hours pass, we watch the filly sleep, nurse, and totter about, 
occasionally smelling the junipers. I can tell that her vision is still 
developing. Feldspar never forages far from her side. I imagine the 
foal was born near her family. As I have come to learn over the past 
19 years, it is not uncommon for the Pryor mares to foal near their 
band if the mare trusts that every member of her family will be careful 
and will not, even accidentally, hurt the newborn. 

When the sun is nearly setting, we hike back to the UTV and start down 
for the day. As we look back we get another angle on the valley and the 
tiny filly glowing in the last rays of sunlight. Goodnight little girl, I say 
to myself. Stay safe.

On day three of our trip we revisit Tillett Ridge and spot Cloud’s band. 
Effie and Lauryn hike to try to locate Casper’s band. His mare, Gabrielle, 
was heavy with foal and they are eager to see if she’s given birth. I stay 
behind near the water catchment only 100 yards or so from the little saddle 
area where, I imagine, the filly was born. Cloud’s band comes to get a drink 
and I marvel at how the filly has changed in only 48 hours. She is still 
unaware of my presence, but she has found her legs. I film her dancing 
around in the sage. What a strong girl. I try to follow her in my camera, 
panning right then left then right again as she races around her mother. The 
as-yet-unnamed filly even tries to awkwardly kick up her heels. 

On day five, we are back on Tillett. We spent days two and four on 
giant Sykes Ridge, successfully darting a few more mares. Luckily, we 
spot Cloud’s band some distance from where we left them on day three. 
This is such a gift for me. When Cloud tottered by my camera on the day 

The white “log” in front of Cloud’s mare, Feldspar on May 6, 2013.
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he was born with his mother, father Raven, and the band, I had only that 
day to spend with them before I returned home to Colorado Springs. When 
Velvet and Cloud’s son, Dusty, was born in 2006, I had to leave the next 
morning. I did not have the opportunity to see the incremental changes in 
their development from one day to the next. 

We follow the band with Mato Ska leading the way. Where are they going, 
I wonder and assume they are heading toward a different water catchment 
in a big valley. The little filly walks confidently behind her mother. On we 
hike as the horses trot to an arroyo and a giant mineral lick I never even 
knew existed. It is an amazing wall carved out by the horses. The filly 
walks above the deep wall of minerals. When she tries to join her mother, 
she ends up sliding off the high wall onto the floor of the draw. But she 
doesn’t fall down. The filly has learned to balance and slide. Like a trio of 
proud aunts we agree she is quite amazing. 
 
Late in the day we leave Cloud’s family and hike back to the road and the 
UTV. As we drive away we can see the band and the filly glowing in the 
late light. 

Back in Colorado Springs, my nearly life-long friend, Jo Souder, gives 
me a call. Jo was an orchestra oboist, band conductor, and music teacher 
for her entire working life and she knows I have been struggling, trying 
to find just the right name for Cloud’s new daughter. “It came to me in the 
middle of the night,” she says. “Encore.” Who else would come up with 
this perfect name? The filly is truly Cloud’s Encore. 

Over the course of the summer, I watch her grow tall and strong. Unlike 
her father as a foal, she loves the water, and getting dirty. He was always 
such a pristine little guy. Another friend of Cloud and his Pryor Mountain 
herd, Kim Michaels, calls Encore a tomboy. I guess she really is. 

The last time I saw Encore was just before Thanksgiving; it was 
snowing on Tillett Ridge below the mines, and I got off only a couple 
of shots before she took off in the blizzard, running and bucking with 
Ingrid by her side, her dad trotting dutifully behind his family. 

Encore’s joy at living in freedom is so evident. It is my dearest wish that 
she and her brother will grow up and live out their lives in this wonderful, 
albeit challenging, wilderness. This is my wish for all the foals in all 
the herds still remaining in their wild Western homelands. This is what 
I fight for everyday. 

About the author: 
Emmy Award-winning filmmaker and Cloud Foundation Executive Director, 
Ginger Kathrens, has been documenting the Pryor herd since 1994, the year 
before Cloud was born. Her groundbreaking work in interpreting the complex 
world of wild horses has been compared to that of Jane Goodall’s study of 
chimpanzees. Kathrens’ books and films about Cloud and the Pryor Wild 
Horses are available for a donation to www.thecloudfoundation.org.

Encore on day three learning to jump.

By day five Encore races in 
the sage on sturdy legs.

Encore visits the huge mineral lick with her family.

Encore enjoying a roll in the 
snow-fed waterhole in June.


